AbstractElectric propulsion system is ship propulsion system using electric motor to replace performance of main engine. Submersible ships use DC motor as electric propulsion system because DC motor has advantages of speed control and lower propulsion noise when submersible ship is at submerge condition.Design of electric propulsion system is using two DC motor thatare connected in series. Battery and generator as its power supply. Designs of electric propulsion system that will be reviewed hereare using ohmformerand without using ohmformer. Those designs will be simulated usingMATLAB Simulink.The results of the simulation are thatthe design using ohmformerisgreater in speed and power than without using ohmformer. Because of usingohmformer can control input voltage of DC motor thatuse generator as its power supply. Meanwhile, ohmformer-less design has constant input voltage that use battery as its power supply. Next, design of using ohmformer can be used for silent run (low speed), sailing run (medium speed) and quick run (high speed). Then design of without using ohmformer can be used for sailing run (medium speed).
The application of diesel engine as propulsion system have some problems and weaknesses. It is not able to operate when submersible ship is at submerge condition.To overcome those problems, alternative solution of ship propulsion is required. Electric propulsion can be used as this alternative solution.Electric propulsion system is the ship propulsion system using electric motor to replace performance of main engine. In general, special ship use DC motor for propulsion system and commercial ship use AC motor.
There are many attractive advantages for using electric propulsion for ships. There is lower propulsion noise and reduced vibration. Efficient performance and high motor torques, as the electrical system can provide maximum torque at low speed. Submersible ships use DC motor as electric propulsion system because DC motor has advantages of speed control and lower propulsion noise when submersible ship at submerge condition 
A. Objectives
Obtain difference characteristics between designof electric propulsion system using ohmformerand without using ohmformer.
1) Obtain required torque and rotation that be produced 2) Obtain speed and power of submersible that be produced 3) Determine efficient design of electrical propulsion system.
B. Benefits
The benefits of this thesisare to get characteristic data and performance of electrical propulsion. So that can be used in submersible ship.And,as learning stuff for the next research.
II. METHOD

A. Study of Literature
Learning about basic concept ofresistance and torque on submersible ship.Nextit isabout characteristic and speed control of DC motor. Then after that is about concept of electrical propulsion system.
B. Empirical Studies
Continuation learning based on sample already exists.There are principal dimension of submersible, design of electric propulsion and electrical component that be used.
C. Data of Submersible
Data of submersible used are shown in Table 1 . Research, Vol. 2(3) , June. 2018 . 190-198 (pISSN:2541 -5972, eISSN: 2548 -1479 191 
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D. Calculation of Resistance & Torque
It is necessary to know how much resistance a submersible faces in water, at a given speed, to decide power of motor to install on submersible. To calculate resistance of submersible use the following formula:
(N) R T is total resistance of submersible. R BH is bare hull resistance and R APP is appendages resistance.A is reference area (wetted area) of submersible. V is velocity of submersible. C T is the non-dimensional drag coefficient. So, the total resistance of submersible is 138.433 kN.
After total resistance is known, then total required power can be calculated. To calculate the torque required on submersible use the following formula:
EHP (effective horse power) is product of total resistance and the speed expressed in units of horsepower. SHP (shaft horse power) is power delivered by the propulsion device (electric motor). η m is machinery efficiency. n is rotation of propeller. PHP (Propulsive horse power) is power delivered to the propulsor. And Q is torque required on submersible. So, total torque of submersible is 100.2804 kNm. That torque will be used as a load for motor DC when the simulation process is running. Figure 1 is design of electrical propulsion using ohmformerat voltage 190 VDC;10260 AH. That design can control input voltage to DC motor from generator. June. 2018 . 190-198 (pISSN:2541 -5972, eISSN: 2548 -1479 2
E. Design of Electric Propulsion System
F. Simulation Process
Design of electric propulsion ( Figure 1&2 ) will be used to create model reference circuit in MATLAB Simulink. That model reference circuit shown in Figure  3&4 .
Input of simulation is input voltage (10 -340 V) for design using ohmformer and state of charge / SoC battery (100% -5%) for designwithout using ohmformer. Input torque (100.2804 kNm) for both designs. Next, simulation will be processed. Table 2 is simulation data of design using ohmformer. Input of simulation is torque of submersible and input voltage.The function of ohmformer is to control input voltage to DC motor from generator. And the resultsare rotation and torque of motor. Table 3 is simulation data of design without using ohmformer. Input of simulation is state of charge /SoC battery and torque of submersible. And the resultsare input voltage, rotation and torque of motor. 
Figure 3Design of using ohmformer in Simulink
Figure 4Design of without ohmformer in Simulink
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Result of Simulation
B. Speed (knots) & Brake Horse Power (BHP)
Based on simulation data, speed and power of submersible can be calculated using following formula: 
C. Output Power of Motor (KW)
Based on simulation data, output power of motor can be calculated using following formula: P = T x ω (kW) T istorque of motor (kNm) from simulation data and ω is angular speed (rad/s). Table 6 is calculation data of output power using ohmformer. The result 86.072 -2979.9 kW Thatcalculation is based on variant of input voltage to motor DC. Table 7 is calculation data of output power without ohmformer. The result 1004.642-838.988kW. Thatcalculation is based on state of charge / Soc battery (%). 
D. Speed -Power Performance
Speed power performance is related withsubmersible resistance and torque, also power of submersible (BHP) and output power of motor. In this section will be calculated a comparison speed, power of submersible (BHP) and output power of motor. That can be calculated by using following formula:
RPM (%): (Rotation of motor / max. rotation of motor) x 100% BHP (%): (BHP of submersible / output power ofmotor) x 100% Table 8 is calculation data of design using ohmformer. Table 9 is calculation data of design without using ohmformer. Figure 5 is graph showing the relationship between input voltage to DC motor with speed of submersible. That graph is based on Table 4 . Speed of submersible is directly proportional to input voltage. The increase of input voltage will be followed the increase of speed. Vol. 2(3) , June. 2018 . 190-198 (pISSN:2541 -5972, eISSN: 2548 -1479 Table 3 International Journal of Marine Engineering Innovation and Research, Vol. 2(3) , June. 2018 . 190-198 (pISSN:2541 -5972, eISSN: 2548 -1479 . 2(3) , June. 2018 . 190-198 (pISSN:2541 
E. Analysis of Graph using ohmformer
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